SUS Social Committee Meeting
January 9th, 2018 | Abdul Ladha Rm #104

- Studio ghibli arts & crafts session (with board games and ice cream bar) initially for
  Thursday Feb 1 but that day is already booked so I booked for Friday Feb 16 instead
  which is the next available day
- We wanted to have more involvement in our collab with EUS. At the same time, I will be
  in touch with POITS. If EUS doesn't let us contribute much we will collab with POITS
  instead, but if POITS is also not letting us contribute much then we will just host a party
  ourselves
- We were thinking of having a water balloon fight kind of event on Wednesday April 4
- A drinking event for people to pre for block party on Friday April 6

Action Item:
- Mario: get in touch with both POITS and EUS, email graphics to get our Facebook banner
done and get photographers
- Avery Zacarias get in touch with the origami club for our Studio Ghibli arts & crafts
  session
- Azim Ahmed see how many board games you can get from Brock Hall and your RES
- Carlie Tigley Esther Kim Kiran Basi think about the ice cream, toppings, snacks, etc. we
  will be serving and compile a list on a spreadsheet. Don't forget about cutleries. I'm
  giving you guys a budget of $200
- Andrew Phan Jake Johnston Theresa Tai Lorenzo Lindo think of other things we can add
  on to the water balloon fight event and how the event might look like. Maybe a giant
  slip and slide as suggested by Theresa??